NFTY SoCal
By:
Zack Robinson
Alyssa Magier
Donʼt Stand By, STAND UP - Fall Kallah 2010
Touchstone Text:

Why is gossip like a three-pronged tongue? Because it kills three people: the
person who says it, the person who listens to it, and the person about whom it is
said.
- Babylonian Talmud, tractate Arakhin, page 15b
Goals:
1. To make sure no PPs participate in bullying.
2. To inspire PPs who are being bullied to stand up for themselves and tell someone
3. To make sure no PPs stands by quietly if they know bullying is taking place
4. To eliminate the bystander that does nothing, and create bystanders who act.
Objectives:
1. To let the bully know that itʼs not okay
2. To teach that everyone has been a bully
3. To let the bullied know that it is okay
4. To teach that everyone has been bullied
5. To let the bystander know that itʼs not okay
6. To teach the bystander how to Stand Up, not Stand By
Materials:
• Tea Candles - 100 or more to be put around the room according to Map (Appendix M)
• 300 Half Sheets of Paper (150 full sheets cut in half!) for Fishbowl
• Red, Yellow, Green, Blue, and Purple stickers, 60 of each
• 5 Sheets of Paper - 1 of each color, Red Yellow Green, Blue, and Purple.
• Screen set up on stage in Baruh Hall - It Gets Better Project
• Projector set up in Baruh Hall, Zackʼs laptop plugged in properly (mac cable needed)
• 30 sheets of full-sized plain paper for Being the Bystander
• It Gets Better Project videos saved onto Zackʼs computer.
Packets:
• Zack, Alyssa, and Ben - FULL COPIES
• Sophie - Pages 1 through 4, and Appendices F, H, and M.
• Sam and Maddy - 2 copies of pages 1 through 4, and Appendices F, G, and M.
• Russell - Pages 1 through 4, and Appendices I, L, and M.
• Jake Speyer - Pages 1 through 4, and Appendices C, E, and M.
• Jessica Singer, Sam Ramirez, and Brielle Mansell - Pages 1 through 4 and
Appendices C, D, K, M.
• 5 Advisors - 5 copies of Appendix B and M
• Appendix A - To be posted around the room according to the Map (Appendix M).
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People:
2 PLs - Zack Robinson & Alyssa Magier
Communicate with TKʼs and GLʼs and explain final activity
10 Advisors
5 at the entrance to the Hike Through History
5 Advisors to split up groups
6 GLʼs
1 GL for Station 1 Group 1 - Facebook Groups Jessica Singer, Sam Ramirez,
and Brielle Mansell
1 GL for Station 1 Group 2 - Bullyingʼs Anonymous Jake Speyer
2 GLʼs for Station 2 Group 1 - Fishbowl Sam and Maddy
1 GL for Station 2 Group 2 - It Getʼs Better Sophie
2 GLʼs for Station 3 - Being the Bystander Russell
3 TKʼs - Zack, Alyssa, and Ben
Shay will be doing Photography of the entire program
Space Needed:
Baruh Hall - Hike Through History and It Getʼs Better Project Sophie
Leadership Bowl - Facebook Jessica Singer, Sam Ramirez, and Brielle Mansell
Ampitheater - Bullyingʼs Anonymous Jake Speyer
Courtyard outside of Baruh Hall - Fishbowl Sam and Maddy
Dining Hall - Being the Bystander Russell
Picnic Field (Lower Sports field, with Rock Wall) - Closing Zack and Alyssa
Timeline:
00:00 - 00:20 - Hike through History - 20 minutes
00:20 - 00:45 - Rotation 1 - 25 minutes
00:45 - 00:50 - switch - 5 minutes
00:50 - 01:15 - Rotation 2 - 25 minutes
01:15 - 01:20 - switch - 5 minutes
01:20 - 01:45 - Rotation 3 - 25 minutes
01:45 - 01:50 - switch to closing - 5 minutes
01:50 - 02:00 - Closing - 10 minutes
A Map of the Rotations can be found on Appendix M
Detailed Procedure:
00:00 - 00:20 Hike through History - 20 minutes
All PPs will be walking through a guided path, most likely along the edge of a room. As
they enter, rude comments will be yelled at them (Appendix B). The lights must be low,
setting a grim mood, and along the edges of the walls will be personal stories or facts
about bullying and the LGBT community (Appendix A), that all PPs will walk past within
20 minutes. At the end of the path, a group leader will be directing PPs to three
different locations, Rotation 1, Rotation 2, and Rotation 3. This way the PPs are split up
evenly and fairly.
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00:20 - 00:45 Rotation 1 - 25 minutes
Every station will have a slightly different schedule, based on the activity that they are
doing.
The schedule for Station 1 is Appendix C.
The schedule for Station 2 is Appendix F
The schedule for Station 3 is Appendix I
All PPs will participate in all Stations, starting at whichever station they are sent to after
exiting the “Hike Through History”.
00:45 - 00:50 Switch - 5 minutes
All PPs will be sent to the next Station, which can be found within their individual
Appendices.
00:50 - 01:15 Rotation 2 - 25 minutes
Same as Rotation 1
01:15 - 01:20 Switch - 5 minutes
All PPs will be sent to the next Station, which can be found within their individual
Appendices.
01:20 - 01:45 Rotation 3 - 25 minutes
Same as Rotation 1/Rotation 2
01:45 - 01:50 Switch to Closing - 5 minutes
All PPs will be sent to the closing location Lower Sports Field
01:50 - 02:00 Closing - 10 minutes
3 large circles will be made, each containing the PPs that stayed together during the
Rotations. The PLs will explain the activity (Appendix J).
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Set-Up Procedure
Baruh Hall
Tea Candles lined up according to the Map (Appendix M).
Facts (Appendix A) cup apart and posted evenly around the room along
the path of the candles in order.
Screen set-up on stage with Zackʼs laptop (or whichever laptop contains
the “It Gets Better Project” videos on them) plugged into the projector,
facing the screen. It needs to be turned off until all PPs make it through
the “Hike Through History” first (00:20:)
Outside of Baruh Hall
5 sheets of colored paper spaced evenly against the wooden fence alongside the
pool (Those will be the groups for Fishbowl)
Stickers and Half Sheets placed under colored poster closest to Baruh Hall.
Dining Hall
10 tables cleaned off near the door, each with 1 sheet of paper on it. Leave the
remaining 20 sheets of paper on the table closets to the door.
Bracelets on table closest to door also
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APPENDIX A
History of Bullying and bullying facts. To be cut out individually and posted. Around
Baruh Hall. PPs will walk around the room lit by tea candles reading these, and at the
end of the room an advisor will be posted splitting them evenly into three groups,
sending them to the
Leadership Bowl
Area outside of Baruh Hall
Dining Hall

Bullying doesnʼt have to be with fists.

Words hurt just as much.

Ashley Longe, Flanery Mullins, and
Sharon Velazquez are all being
persecuted as bullies. They called
Phoebe Prince countless names, and
even threw cans at her when she walked
into homeroom one day. Phoebe Prince
committed suicide, and the court case,
currently going on, will bring in around
50 witnesses against these 3 bullies.
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Race, ethnicity, and opposite-sex
interactions account for more bullying
than do homosexual related issues.

46% of boys and 26% of girls have been
physically harmed by bullying.

Bullying is not a “normal” stage in
teenage development. Itʼs taught and
learned by what kids see.

Only 11 states explicitly outlaw bullying
based on sexual orientation or gender
identity.
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Cyber-Bullying is the new form of
bullying. Itʼs worse, because you donʼt
have to say anything to anyoneʼs face. It
can be typed from far far away, and is
seen by EVERYONE, making it hurt even
more.

Every 7 minutes a child is bullied, and
85% of the time, there is absolutely no
intervention.

California is among the top 5 states with
the highest rates of reported bullying.
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13 year old Hope Witsell “sexted” a
topless picture of herself to a boy for
attention, but received a harsh amount
of bullying because of it. She hanged
herself in her bedroom.

Bullying is a form of abuse.

18 year old Jesse Logan killed herself
when she found out her boyfriend sent
revealing pictures of her to all of his
friends.
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13 year old Ryan Halligan was bullied at
school. He befriended a boy who he
used to fight with, and one day told him
an embarrassing story. This story
quickly surrounded the school, and his
depression led to his suicide.
13 year old, straight A student Asher
Brown lived in Cypress. He was short,
and was bullied for it. He also didnʼt
wear the top brand names, and was
accused of being gay multiple times.
Classmates even mocked gay actions up
against him to make fun of him. His
bullying resulted in him shooting
himself this past August.

There are 14 states that have no laws
against school bullying.
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Physical Appearance is the most
common reason for bullying.

Jaheem Herrera was constantly called
gay at school, even though he barely
knew the meaning of the word. He
dreaded school daily because of this
bullying. One day he comes home
happy, bringing a straight-A report card,
but later was found in his room hanging
by a belt. Jaheem was 11 and in 5th
grade.

77% of kids admitted to being bullied at
some time. (Many of the remaining 23%
later admitted they had lied.)
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In 2009, an estimated 100,000 students
brought guns to their schools as a
result of bullying

Maria Herrera was beat up, harassed,
cursed at, called train tracks because of
her braces, and even had her hair cut by
other students. When her mother went
to the school about it, they did nothing.
12-year-old Maria took her own life
because of the constant bullying she
faced at school.
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New Jersey currently has a bill called
the “Anti-bullying Bill of Rights,” which
will outlaw bullying. It is in response to
the suicide of Tyler Clementi at Rutgerʼs
University. It states that no longer will
anti-bullying rules be suggested at
schools k-12, but mandatory zero
tolerance policies will exist. If passed, it
will be one of the toughest state laws of
itʼs kind in the nation. It includes
bullying because of race, color, religion,
ancestry, national origin, gender, gender
identity and expression, homosexuality,
mental physical and sensory disabilities.
There is some objection to this law
because of its specificity and it missing
certain causes of bullying such as
obesity, but if passed it would be a huge
step in the anti-bullying campaign.
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APPENDIX B
Obscene comments to be yelled:
All comments that are yelled must be IMPERSONAL. While it is important for
PPs to understand the harshness of bullying and how hurtful it can be, we also donʼt
want to start personal battles or quarrels between the PPs and the people yelling. For
example, if you think someone is a rude, pushy, annoying or whatever, keep it to
yourself, and just yell something generically mean.
It IS okay to use bad words. In fact, bad words should be the majority of the
comments for they are the most impersonal and also the most noticeable and effective.
Think of what people get called in a high-school setting.
Bitch, slut, skank, whore, to name a few. We are trying to grab their emotions
and make them understand how bad bullying can be. This is going to set the tone for
the rest of the program, because itʼs the first thing that will happen. It has to be
convincing and really make them realize this is going to be a really serious program.
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APPENDIX C
Station 1 - Being the Bully
Schedule
The first of the 3 major stations is called Being the Bully. In this station, the PPs will
have their eyes opened to the amount of bullying that is occurring. It exists all around
us, especially in the new form of cyber bullying.
00:00-00:10 - Facebook quotes - Leadership Bowl - 10 minutes
00:10-00:15 - Transition to Bullyingʼs anonymous - 5 minutes
00:15-00:25 - Bullyingʼs anonymous - Amphitheater - 10 minutes
All of the PPs will stay in one group through this order, because it is the order of these
two rotations that make it so affective. It is not a rotation-based station!
This Rotation will occur 3 times, so the above times fit into the following slots
00:20-00:45
00:50-01:15
01:20-01:45
They will each have a 5 minute rotation period, and then the last will be followed by a
Closing, where PPs will be sent.
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APPENDIX D
Facebook Quotes Jessica Singer, Brielle Mansell, Sam Ramirez Rotation 1, 10
minutes long
Amphitheater
This station is about teaching the PPs that everyone bullies.
ASK - Who here has ever bullied someone?
Who here has ever hurt someone by bullying them?
Who here has bullied multiple times?
Who here has bullied in the last week?
Who here has never bullied?
TO BE READ (OR PARAPHRASED)
Everyone bullies. Itʼs not a question, its a statement. Whether itʼs as mild as yelling at
someone or as harsh as physical bullying, it happens. Has anyone ever told their
parents that they hate them or donʼt like them?
Thatʼs bullying too. More often though, is cyber bullying. Texting brought out the
first lash of cyber bullying, where you could type things quietly for no one else to hear.
Following that was AIM, which allowed for conversations on the computer, and with a
username making it easy to be anonymous. Rude comments and pictures quickly
spread. Now, Facebook is the culprit. Every day bullying occurs on facebook, hurting
peopleʼs feelings left and right, whether itʼs on wall posts, picture comments, videos,
statusʼs, groups, event pages, messages, facebook chats, pages, or all the other ways
bullying exists. Iʼm now going to read you quotes from facebook, all of which were
posted this school year. The most interesting thing is that most of them were posted by
NFTY-ites.
(Read Appendix K, but ONLY FACEBOOK, not Formspring. Read slowly, giving a few
seconds to let each quotation sink in.)
After reading facebook, continue reading here.
Now, after Facebook, we have Formspring. Formspring has brought out some of
the worst and meanest examples of cyber-bullying. Itʼs an anonymous space where
you can be as mean as you want, and no one will ever know itʼs you if you click the
anonymous button. These quotes are from Formspring, and we donʼt know who said
them all, but most of them were on NFTY-iteʼs pages.
(read Appendix K Formspring quotes, again slowly, giving a few seconds to let each
quotation sink in.)
Ask the opening questions again, and then send them to Jake Speyer, in the
Amphitheater.
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APPENDIX E
Bullyingʼs Anonymous - JAKE SPEYER Rotation 2, 10 minutes long
Amphitheater
In this station, all PPs will have the opportunity to share and publicly apologize for a
time they feel like they bullied someone.
TO BE READ (or paraphrased):
Letʼs face it. We know that we have all bullied someone at sometime. Whether it
was to their face, or in the cyber world, we have. Now, with texting, instant messaging,
email, facebook, videochat, formspring, and all the other ways we can talk, insulting
someone is a lot easier because itʼs no longer face-to-face, and can even be done
anonymously in some cases. But bullying does not make us bad people, and just
because you bullied once doesnʼt mean you canʼt apologize. Right now, you will all
have the opportunity to apologize for a time, or multiple times you bullied.
For the next 5 to 10 minutes, as many of you as possible will have the
opportunity to tell a short story of a time you bullied someone, and can say your apology
to our welcoming NFTY community without the fear of being judged. You can use fake
names and places, and can change whatever details you want to make if comfortable to
share to our community, but sharing these messages out loud has two purposes. The
first is to make you take some weight off your shoulders, and feel better because of your
public apology. Secondly, now we can all know how real bullying is, even with people
we know are good people.
PPs will then be called on by the GL (Jake Speyer) to share their stories to the NFTY
community surrounding them.
Afterwards, send them to Station 2: Being the Victim in the courtyard outside of Baruh
Hall.
The last group (3rd group) you get you will send to the closing - Lower Sports Field
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APPENDIX F
Station 2 - Being the Victim
An Advisor will be stationed just outside Baruh Hall, sending people in 2 directions - the
area behind them with Sam and Maddy and inside of Baruh Hall with Sophie
Schedule
The next of the 3 major stations is called Being the Victim. This Station is also about
teaching how real the dangers of bullying, both face-to-face and cyber, and how much it
actually happens. But this station is from the perspective of the victim, not the bully.
00:00-00:10 - Rotation 1 - 10 minutes
00:10-00:15 - Switch - 5 minutes
00:15-00:25 - Rotation 2 - 10 minutes
PPs will be split into two groups by an advisor, to the two separate locations. One
rotation will be called Fishbowl, and the other is the It Gets Better Project. The will
switch locations where it says switch.
This Rotation will occur 3 times, so the above times fit into the following slots
00:20-00:45
00:50-01:15
01:20-01:45
They will each have a 5 minute rotation period, and then the last will be followed by a
Closing, where PPs will be sent.
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APPENDIX G
Fishbowl - Sam and Maddy Rotation 1, 10 minutes
Area outside of Baruh Hall
PPs will all be given a sticker as they enter the area by an advisor. There will be 5
different colors of sticker, given out evenly to each PPs, to split them into 5 different
groups. There will be sheets of paper (matching the stickers) posted around the room
to show PPs where they need to go.
Each PP will be given a half sheet of paper and a pen. The GLʼs Sam and Maddy will
then instruct all groups that they will have 5 minutes to write about a time that they were
bullied on the paper in front of them. Then they will fold it in half and put it in the middle
of the group. Someone in the group should then mix them up and pass them out at
randomly, and each paper will be read out loud (anonymously of course), 1 per PPs. If
a PPs gets their own paper itʼs okay, because no one will know that itʼs theirs, but the
goal is to get someone elseʼs and read it to the group. If there is extra time afterwards,
instruct groups to switch stories with another group, and repeat reading anonymously.
For the 1st group of each Station, send them to Baruh Hall - Sophie. If itʼs the 2nd group
of the Station, send them to the Dining Hall - Russell
For the last group, send them to the closing - Lower Sports Field
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APPENDIX H
It Gets Better Project - Sophie - Rotation 2 - 10 minutes
Baruh Hall
TO BE READ (or paraphrased)
Bullying happens to almost everyone. Itʼs an unfortunate part of our teen years. That
doesnʼt mean it doesnʼt happen to adults too, but it does get better.
There is a project that exists called the “It Gets Better Project.” It was created in
response to the suicides that happened because of bullying. For those PPs who do not
know, recently, there have been many suicides, mostly by teens our ages.
The most publicized of these suicides was the suicide of Tyler Clementi. Tyler, who was
just a college student when he committed suicide. He asked his roommate to have the
room to himself for the night, and his roommate agreed. Tyler and another guy were
enjoying their private evening together, not knowing that a camera in the room placed
by Tylerʼs roommate was streaming their physical relationship to many other students.
After being publicly outed by his roommate, and later finding out about it, Tyler
committed suicide.
This is just one of the many cases where cyber-bullying has pushed people to suicide,
and the It Gets Better Project exists to help these teens. It is a youtube playlist
composed of older LGBT couples reaching out to bullied teens to tell them that they can
make it through, and it really does get better.
(Play as many videos as time permits, they will be saved to a laptop, probably Zackʼs).
For the 1st group, send them to Sam and Maddy
For the 2nd group, send them to the Dining Hall - Russell
For the last group, send them to the Lower Sports Field
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APPENDIX I
Station 3 - Being the Bystander
Dining Hall
Russell
The theme of this station is Donʼt Stand By, Stand Up! Besides the bully and the
bullied, there is a 3rd party involved, which is the one who watches without doing. This
25 minute rotation is dedicated to learning about what to do as a bystander.
The GL (Russell) will count people by 10s as they walk in, and have each group of ten
sit together. The GL will also give each group a scenario as they walk in, and a couple
of pens (with the help of 2 advisors if possible).
The GL will then address the group and explain to them that they have less than 10
minutes to come up with a good solution for the scenario given to them. Keep in mind
that you want to have the best possible outcome for the victim, the bully, and
YOURSELF as well, for example, you donʼt want to stop someone someone from being
beat up to only end up having both of you get beat up. After the 10 minutes, each group
will be given less than a minute to present their scenario and possible solution.
You should give them a 5 minute and 2 minute warning so they have a good sense of
time. It is imperative that the station lasts pretty much exactly 25 minutes, so watch the
time! During this, have your 2 advisors help you pass out the bracelets with the
message “Donʼt Stand By, STAND UP!” printed on them.
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APPENDIX J
Closing - Zack and Alyssa - 10 minutes
Lower Sports Field
Tap on Shoulder
Each group will be sent to the Lower Sports Field (the smaller one by the dining hall).
But they have to stay in their 3 large groups. Each of the 3 groups will be seated in
individual large circles.
The PLʼs (Zack and Alyssa) will then instruct the group on the closing activity.
Everyone must sit in the circles facing outside the circles and closing their eyes. The
PLʼs will then tap a few people from each group who will stand up and open their eyes.
The PLʼs will then read off a few sentences, such as “touch someone who has made
you feel good today,” and you will quickly tap, massage, pat on the head, or anything
appropriate to as many people as you feel fit that sentence. After a few sentences, we
will ask each of the people standing to tap someone new to stand up, and go sit down.
After teaching you all about bullying, we want you to know that there are people all
around you who are good to you, and who you can talk to and feel comfortable around.
So everyone, face outside the circle and close your eyes!
Sentence suggestions:
Touch someone who has made you feel good today.
Touch someone who made you smile today.
Touch a new friend you made today.
Touch someone who taught you something today.
Touch someone who you would like to drink pina colatas and get caught in the rain with.
Touch someone who you reconnected with.
Touch someone who you know will be your best friend forever.
Touch someone who you missed a lot.
Touch someone you are excited to see at future NFTY events.
Touch someone who you really care about.
Touch someone who you know really cares about you.
Touch someone who you would trust with anything
Touch someone who you could talk to for hours about anything.
Touch someone who you feel really comfortable around.
Touch someone who you think has cool hair.
Touch someone who makes you laugh.
Touch someone who gives good hugs.
Touch someone who can see right through your poker face.
Touch someone who you want to be your future best friend.
Touch someone who you love.
Touch someone who keeps you coming back to NFTY every event.
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Appendix K
Facebook Quotes to be Read
The following are all quotes from Facebook and formspring. They donʼt have to be read
in order, but try to read them all.
ALL of them are real, and most of them are to or from NFTY-ites.
“It sucks when girls like her are ugly AND sluts”
This was “liked” by 7 people, and had multiple negative comments about the girl
it was directed at.
“She’s such a slut, no one wants to hear what she has to say.”
12 people liked it, and one person said “like x1000000000”
“That hoe? That Bitch? That Slut? Yeah I know her.”
“Nothing’s wrong, I just needed to tell you what a bitch you are.”
“Hey bitch, slut, whore face, cunt.”
“Hey I have to tell you a story about that slut later tonight. Don’t let me forget,
it’s great.”
“faggot bitch dicksucking whore asshole cunt and oh did i mention you were a
faggot?”
“You’re such a fucking camera whore.”
“I’m a whore, deal with it”
Comment - So you finally realized it cunt.
“Look how gay this is!”
“Justin Bieber is such a fag”
“I wasn’t going to faggot”
“______ is such an annoying asshole.”
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“Mr. _____ is such a bitch sometimes.”
This was commented on by that teacher.
“It’s annoying. The boys are dumb at my school.”
“Dumb ass nigga jump of the bridge into water and DROWN -___i'm officially convinced that you are a total ASS”
“No you’re a fucking asshole”
“Being rude just comes naturally to you”
“That girl shouldn’t even be a NFTY-ite”

Formspring Quotes to be read:
“I FUCKING HATE YOU’RE SO FUCKING UGLY!”
“You’re fat, and ugly, and hypocritical, and bitchy, and mean, and unforgiving.”
“You need to stop talking so much, I’m sorry but not everyone cares what you
have to say.”
“You’re an ugly piece of shit. Go die already.”
“You date everyone that will stick their dick in your holee.”
“Why are you Jewish?”
“you sexy motherfucker, but... Don’t wear shorts..”
“Wtf is up with the white scarf ur wearing in your profile picture for formspring?
Think you’re artsy or some shit? The way you dress is wanna be stylish/try to
hard. The problem is you fail at the stylish part.”
“What kind of bitch tells someone she likes them and then when they ask her
out she says no.”
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“I always looked up to you and wanted to be your friend, but then I got to know
you and that all changed.”
“I fucking hate you with a burning passion. If you ever get in my face I will beat
the living jew out of you, fucking faggot kike.”
“I’m tired of seeing you treat the people who are nice to you like crap whenever
you want just cuz you feel like it.”
“You have a large nose.”
“why are you so fat?”
“I would tell you that you’re really hot, but you’re really not.”
“You do annoy me a lot for some reason. I think its your gigantic mouth and
really defined eyebrows.”
“Why are you a douche?”
“Why don’t you calm down and stop gettin on people’s cases at the drop of a
hat?”
“Socials are gay. Why does everyone think being social is a good thing?”
“Maybe you’re not fake but you’re a sleezy whore. Chicks before dicks honey,
remember that.”
“DYKE. LOSER. CUNT. ASS LICKER. FAT ASS. PUSSY LICKING. CUNT RUBBING.
FART SMELLING. UGLY HAIRY RAT.”
“Hey I really like you. JK. Your a fruhreak.”
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“Why do you like to fuck with people’s hearts?
“You’re girlfriend is not cute, why do you like her?”
“no offense--- but it’s really fucking gros the outfits you have been wearing to
school. Nobody needs to see all that, do everybody a favor and cover up, don’t
go around flaunting that---ir really is just pathetic and I feel sorry for you.”
“you’re an ugly piece of shit... Go die already.”
“I heard you’re a heartless bitch.”
“ur a fuckin slut and no one likes u. Shut ur mouth and go suck sum more
dick.”
“you’re fuck annoying. Get over yourself.”
“I think that you’re overly loud and annoying cause you’re trying to compensate
for your weight and lack of beauty.”
“You’re actually the fakest person ever”
“I hate your new hair.”
“Truth is, ______ is a BITCH.”
This comment was liked by multiple people, and the comments were:
“Sorry to lurk, but this is amazing” or
“truth is, I seriously just laughed out loud” and
“honestly, idgaf if she sees this....”. Unfortunately, she could have seen
it, because it showed up in the public news feed.
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Appendix L
Scenarios to be cut out and passed out.

You are on facebook, just scanning the newsfeed. You notice a conversation
between your girlfriend/boyfriend and your best friend, only to realize they are
telling each other off. Then you see another post between your girlfriend/
boyfriend and their best friend, dissing your best friend. What should you do?
Would you actually go through with it?

You are at school and hear someone you don’t know, who is a lot bigger and
stronger than you, call someone a really offensive name. What should you do?
Would you actually go through with it?

You are at a party and hear two people across the room talking crap about you.
They are dissing pretty much everything about you. Neither of them are people
who you particularily like, but then a friend of yours walks up to them and
starts laughing with them. What should you do? Would you actually go through
with it?

You are at school and hear a close friend call someone you both know a bitch,
and you also think they are a bitch but wouldn’t say that to their face of course.
What should you do? Would you actually go through with it?

You see a private group on facebook that is all about trashing someone who
you know of, but don’t know very well. What should you do? Would you
actually go through with it?
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You find out someone you know has a “Burn Book” (like in Mean Girls), trashing
a lot of people you both know and don’t know. What should you do? Would
you actually go through with it?

You see two people in an argument that turns to name-calling, when one of the
people uses a really personal an offensive term (like kike, nigger, faggot, or
other term that is used to “identify” a certain type of person). What should you
do? Would you actually go through with it?

You are in a restaurant and hear someone at another table talking badly about
Judaism, saying they are exclusive, greedy, big-nosed, etc. What should you
do? Would you actually go through with it?

You hear a Holocaust joke from someone you have never met before? What
should you do? Would you actually go through with it? What if you know them?
What if they are a close friend?

You see someone exposing a friend’s personal secrets on facebook or another
similar website for everyone to see. What should you do? Would you actually
go through with it?

You hear that two people you are close to are planning to have a fight. What
should you do? Would you actually go through with it?

You see someone you have never met on the street getting beat up by a huge
strong guy. What should you do? Would you actually go through with it?
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Appendix M

Outside of
Baruh Hall
[Fishbowl]
Baruh Hall
[intro & It Getʼs
Better Project]

Hike Through History

Being the Bully (Split into 2
groups, half to Baruh Hall,
half to Fishbowl.)

Amphitheater
[Bullyingʼs
Anonymous]

Leadership Pit
[Facebook
Quotes] 28

Dining Hall
[Being the
Bystander]

